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This MapEasy guidemap of Scotland shows Scotland on one side of the map and Edinburgh street

plan on the reverse.
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This MapEasy guidemap of Scotland shows Scotland on one side of the map and Edinburgh street

plan on the reverse.

Excellent map of Edinburgh. I highly recommend it.

We'll be using it

used this map in navigating scotland and edinburgh for the first time -- i found it really helpful and

the map was incredibly sturdy and waterproof (generally speaking -- i did not drop it into water, mind

you). Price reasonable.

Whenever I travel, I try to have a MapEasy map for wherever I am going.

It's a two-sided map, one with all of Scotland, the other with central Edinburgh. I haven't taken my

trip yet, but in using this for trip planning I can see I won't be relying on it.My biggest complaint is

with the Edinburgh side. It's attractively colored, with wide white roads lettered in black, yellow



background in most places, and green for the castle area and gardens. The black lettering on the

green is virtually unreadable, and the only way I could find the attractions I was looking for was to

use google maps to find the intersection and then look very closely until I could recognize enough

letters of what I was looking for. The red print elsewhere on the map is hard to read as well, and the

maps is pretty crowded with words. Most maps number attractions, restaurants and shops so they'll

fit on the map easier, and so you can more easily find a place you are looking for in a list and use

the grid coordinates to find it on a map. You can't do it on this map. It's probably going to be useful

in figuring out where I am on the streets and where I want to go as long as I've done my own

highlighting of my destinations on the map.The back side is a bit better, but I can't really imagine

using it while driving. The background is variably colored and where it is darker the words and roads

are tougher to see, and I don't think it really has the detail you need, not to mention finding your way

in any cities. Perhaps Scotland roads are just too difficult to map well. You might use it as a guide,

but the attractions such as castles are in a thin light red print that again is hard to read. It's got a

dozen or so paragraph descriptions on regions and cities off to the side that are so generic they

might as well have been left off.My suggestion is to find a good guidebook or web resources for a

guide, and use a GPS or google maps as a map. This guidemap tries to do both but falls short on

both.I also have the Ireland/Dublin MapEasy map and it's a lot more readable.Nice quality on the

map paper. It looks like it should hold together well if not abused.

I used this map to go all throughout Scotland. I loved the easy to read roads and the little hints off to

the side which I actually followed and was not disappointed. I plan to purchase the Ireland map for

my next trip abroad.
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